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What Anna's clients have to say

Otago Dec 2023

Anna went out of her way to secure the savings I

needed to make following an increase in my mortgage

rate.

Otago Dec 2023

I have always felt that the insurance brokers I have

dealt with at Rothbury, and especially Anna Mathews

have gone above and beyond in taking the time and

care in assuring I have the best possible coverage

and make sure I have all of the information and

understand it all, as well as being really good at

following up with me, especially when I have dropped

the ball. Probably the only insurance I have ever been

happy with. Anna deserves some kind of accolaides,

award or raise for sure... this is the main reason as to

why I have taken the time to do this survey.

Otago Nov 2023

Excellent service, excellent manner, lovely to deal

with. Thank you 

Otago Nov 2023

Anna is fantastic.

Otago Jun 2023

Professional, efficient and friendly. Very easy to deal

with.

Anna started in the insurance industry and with

Rothbury Insurance in 2022. She is a creative

thinker who will always strive to seek the very

best outcome for clients. Anna is great at sensing

how people are feeling and catering to their

needs without the need to specify. She is looking

forward to forming long term relationships with

her clients and learning about them as

individuals.

When she’s out of office, Anna loves all things

arts and crafts! She can usually be found

painting, making jewelry, drawing or even crafting

up something delicious in the kitchen! A vegan

and animal lover, Anna has many pets and is

currently the proud owner of rats, frogs, and fish.
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